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-2-study. I will first briefly discuss our nuclear coherent dissociation data; subsequently I will present new measurements of total cross sections of neutrons on nuclei in the Fermilab momentum range; finally I will report on neutron dissociation using a hydrogen target and compare the hydrogen data with expectations from simple Deck models.
DISSOCIATION USING NUCLEAR TARGETS
The apparatus, which is sketched in Fig. 1 , consists of a large aperture wire-plane spark chamber V-spectrometer. The nuclear-target box is located 400 meters downstream of the neutron-beam production target.
Nuclear targets, typically 0.1 radiation lengths in thickness, were used to study coherent production of p-rr" systems. The target box was surrounded with scintillator/lead sandwich veto counters so as to detect nuclear break up processes and thus reduce the trigger level for the experiment. The trigger requirements were designed to suppress incoherent production as well as the production of more than two charged particles within the target box. Specifically, the logic condition A«S*H1 was required to be satisfied for an acceptable trigger. Here, A represents the logical OR of all the veto counters, i.e. the counters surrounding the target box, the yg-inch thick scintillation veto counter at the entry to the target box (indicating that the particle initiating the collision was charged rather than neutral), and the various baffle counters surrounding the magnet aperture (indicating presence of charged or neutral particles in addition to those entering the magnetic field volume); S represents a J~ inch scintillation trigger counter located 2 inches downstream of the nuclear target sample. Two and only two of the six HI hodoscope elements (immediately downstream of the magnet) were required to have signals before the acceptance requirement was fulfilled. The spark chambers were capable -3-of being pulsed 15 times during the ~1 sec beam spill. A typical run consisted of 10,000 triggers taken over a six hour period. Quality of the performance of the apparatus was monitored using an online PDP-15 DEC computer; reconstruction of events and analysis was performed off-line.
Approximately 80% of the 600,000 triggers yielded successfully reconstructed events. t is the kinematically allowed minimum value of t for the production of a piT system having mass M at a given value of the incident momentum for the neutron.) Corrections for target-empty measurements and for small variations in the geometrical acceptance of the apparatus have been calculated using a Monte Carlo program and were applied to the data. The steep peaks observed at small t 1 , with values of diffractive slopes -4-characteristic of the sizes of the nuclear targets, give us full confidence that the inelastic production process takes place coherently over the entire nucleus. (It should be recalled that we do not measure the momentum of the recoil nucleus and consequently the reaction n+A->(pir")+A'
has no constraints. We believe, however, that background from other coherent or incoherent channels is not important for the data which we present in this paper.^ ')
The distributions in t', for each target, appear to show similar dependences on M. Namely, for the A(1236) region all the distributions dis-2 play a sharpening of the t' spectrum at t'<0.001 GeV . This excess contribution can be attributed to coulomb production of pir" systems, which because of the known large Any coupling is dominated by A°(1236) production. Taking our experimental resolution into account, the initial fall off of the cross section in t' is consistent with the theoretically expected form for coulomb production. .'
The smooth curves drawn on the figure are superpositions of the contributions from coulomb^ ' and from diffractive coherent production. The latter is based on an optical model description for the production process described by Kolbig and Margolis/ ' Standard Woods-Saxon parameters (g) were used to describe the nuclear shapes. v ' The total cross section of a neutron on a nucleon was taken to be a constant 39mb and the elastic forward scattering amplitude for n-nucleon and (pTi~)-nucleon was taken to be imaginary. Our experimental resolution was folded into the overall prediction for the shape of the t' spectrum. The value for the (PTT -)-nucleon total cross section was also taken to be 39mb, a value consistent with the shape observed for the t' distribution and consistent with similar (4) measurements made at incident neutron momenta of -12 GeV/c. We have used the dominance of the coulomb cross section for production on Pb to extract the momentum spectrum of the incident neutron beam.
The observed pir" momentum spectrum in Pb for M<1.28 and t'<0.001 was first corrected for diffractive event background. The subsequent unfolding of the resolution and of the known coulomb production process provided the corrected, momentum spectrum, (Fig. 4 ) which is consistent with the directly measured neutron spectrum using calorimetry. '
The energy dependence of the cross section for several mass intervals for Be, C, Cu and Pb targets is displayed in Fig. 5 . Only Pb appears to
show an increase of the cross section with momentum. This rise is consistent with the dominance of the coulomb process in Pb (even for large M-values). The cross sections for production using the other elements are constant to within 10% possible systematic uncertainties. I will now discuss our results pertaining to neutron dissociation from hydrogen in the 50 GeV/c to 300 GeV/c momentum range, the specific reaction is:
The apparatus, except for the substitution of a hydrogen target for the nuclear-sample target box, is identical to that already described. The hydrogen target consists of a high-pressure vessel capable of withstanding Following the spatial reconstruction of the forward pir" system (V) a check is made of the correlation between the transverse direction of the V system and the position of the activated azimuth counter for that event.
The distribution in the angle (<l>) between the transverse direction of the forward pn system and the transverse direction of the recoil proton, as specified by the center of the activated azimuthal counter, is peaked at 180° (see Fig. 7 ).. This peak, which signifies the presence of our signal, has the expected width of -22.5°; the peak to background ratio is -5/1.
In the data to be' presented we have imposed a cut-off band on $ centered at 180° (i.e., 180° ± 15°). To account for contamination of our pp-rr"
final state, we have subtracted from the data in the signal band of $ = 180° + 15° the data in the sum of the background bands: $ = 195° to 210° and * = 150° to 165°. A small subtraction (-2%) for target-empty was also applied to the data. The present sample of reaction (l).is coulomb production in the nuclear data, we note that the mass spectrum 2 for t'<0.08 GeV is similar to those observed for nuclear targets. All mass distributions appear to display fine structure at -1.7 GeV mass values and possible rapid changes near 1.5 GeV. Cross sections for the 1.7 GeV enhancement are more prominent at larger momentum transfers.
To investigate in more detail the correlation between t' and M for production in hydrogen we display in Fig. 9 the cross section in t 1 for various regions of M. A strong dependence on M is observed for the t' (13) spectrum, particularly for M<1.4 GeV.
' In Table II we display the 2 results of fits of the form exp(-bt') to the data at 0.04<t'<0.16 GeV . To demonstrate the richness of the angular distributions we present in Fig. 10 a scatter plot of the cosO vs <\> decay angles of the proton in the Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) frame. We note a severe depletion in the region of cose £ 0.6 and $ z 0°. It is interesting that a suppression of a similar nature is expected in this region of (cose,tj>) space if production is dominated by the -rr-exchange Deck mechanism (see Fig. 11 for the Deck diagram in question)/ ' In fact, as will be shown, the loworder decay moments in the Gottfried-Jackson frame display a mass dependence which can be reproduced by the Deck model.
The fact that the contribution from Deck processes is expected to peak near cos6-+l has prompted a group at the ISR to examine the dependence (15) of the diffractively produced two-body mass on cose.
' As displayed previously in Fig. 8 , at Fermilab energies therp does not appear to be as dramatic a dependence of the p-rr mass on cos0 as was observed at the ISR. In Fig. (12) we present t distributions for M<1.35 GeV, separately for negative and for positive values of cose. The distributions are observed to display a stronq dependence on cosG, qualitatively similar to that expected from a Deck model.
If the Deck effect contributes to our reaction, it is expected that the azimuth <j>" of the proton in the helicity frame of the piT system will be particularly useful in distinguishing the Deck contribution from -10-other (perhaps resonant) production channels/ ' In Fig. (13) we display distributions in pir" mass for the proton's cos<j) u >0.9 and cos<j) u <-0.9
(the non-resonant ir-exchange Deck contribution occurs mainly for cos<J> H <0).
A clear difference is apparent between the two mass spectra, particularly at large M. A possible conclusion one may draw from these data is that two separate production processes contribute to reaction (1).
In Fig. (14) we present the energy dependence of the cross section for pir" production at small M (integrated over t). We observe that just as in the case of production from nuclear targets, the cross sections are energy independent between 50 and 300 GeV/c. Consequently, it appears that the gross properties of reaction (1) for low M-values are those expected for a diffractive production process of the kind indicated in (18) data. ' This agreement is particularly remarkable in view of the uncertainty in the origin of the M-t correlation in the data.
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HELICITY AMPLITUDES AT LOW MASS
The origin of the observed correlation between the mass M of an inelastic system produced in diffraction dissociation and the square of the four-momentum transferred to that system (t) has been the object of (13) ' The <Y-.-.> moment in the he!icity-frame consists of interference terms proportional to an helicity non-flip amplitude and a unit helicity-flip amplitude. In terms of the s-channel peripheral model dis-(14) cussed above, ' one therefore expects <Y,-|> in the helicity frame to pass through zero at the t value where a dip appears in the differential cross section. Similarly, one also expects a zero in <Y,-.> near -t~0.6
where the single helicity-flip amplitudes are predicted to have a zero.
The absence of these predicted zeroes in <Y,^> of Fig. 15 implies that the s-channel peripheral model cannot be the dominant production process.
It is expected that the spin structure for p-rr" masses below -1.5 GeV is sufficiently simple to allow an extraction of the production amplitudes.
In Fig. 19 we display the preliminary results of an amplitude analysis of the data. <Y £ > are negligible for C>4 and (in the GJ frame) for m>2.
Therefore spins up to J=5/2 and helicity-flips ±1 saturate the moments. 
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E. Nagy et al., CERN preprint 741321 (June 1974). This group investigated the dissociation of the proton rather than neutron; . in particular, they examined the reaction pp ■> pnr + . Mass spectra for coherent produced pir pairs for t'<.001 G eV and .005<t'<0.03 GeV 2 . The curve on the Pb data is the shape expected for the mass distribution assuming dominance of the Primakoff production amplitude. The curve on the Be data indicates the shape expected on the basis of a reggeized Deck model. 
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